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3D wide ribbed 3D narrow ribbed

Fixing System Screw Fixing System MagnetFixing System Wall

BuzziPod
Acoustic wall or ceiling panel 
Wall mounted or ceiling suspended | If installing on suspended ceiling, verify load capacity prior to installation

W x H Pattern CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

S 47.24 x 31.50“ Flat  $732  $848  $880  $898  $992  $1,042 

3D wide ribbed  $857  $985  $1,017  $1,035  $1,129  $1,179 

3D narrow ribbed  $857  $985  $1,017  $1,035  $1,129  $1,179 

M 62.99 x 31.50“ Flat  $898  $1,033  $1,093  $1,127  $1,296  $1,386 

3D wide ribbed  $1,073  $1,273  $1,332  $1,367  $1,536  $1,626 

3D narrow ribbed  $1,073  $1,273  $1,332  $1,367  $1,536  $1,626 

L 70.87 x 39.37“ Flat  $1,071  $1,233  $1,300  $1,338  $1,526  $1,626 

3D wide ribbed  $1,300  $1,495  $1,561  $1,599  $1,788  $1,887 

3D narrow ribbed  $1,300  $1,495  $1,561  $1,599  $1,788  $1,887 

XL 78.74 x 47.24“ Flat  $1,247  $1,435  $1,509  $1,550  $1,757  $1,867 

3D wide ribbed  $1,507  $1,732  $1,807  $1,848  $2,055  $2,165 

3D narrow ribbed  $1,507  $1,732  $1,807  $1,848  $2,055  $2,165 

Mounting Wall Mounted Fixing System Wall  + $177 
2 x 2 strips of wood, incl. holes, excl. screws for wall 

Ceiling suspended Fixing System Screw for ceiling 4 cables 78.75“  + $177 
BuzziCableSet M6, incl. fixation M6 female thread + fastener, excl. screws for ceiling 4 cables 196.85“ + $370 

Fixing System Magnet for ceiling 4 cables 78.75“ + $262 
incl. magnet + fastener (cables in alu or black) 4 cables 196.85“ + $453 

Required order information: model, size, pattern, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option
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BuzziFoot
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BuzziScreen
Acoustic room divider with zippers
Panel width: 31.50” | it is not possible to combine panels with different heights
Zipper height Screen S: 39.37” | zipper height Screen M: 51.18”| zipper height Screen L: 70.87”| zipper in orange or black
It’s recommended not to put several BuzziScreens in one straight line (go zigzag!) 

+ extra layer

Height FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 47.24“ Stop panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Start panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Mid panel  $616  $835  $959  $1,043  $1,090  $1,328  $1,454 

Stop extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Start extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Mid extra R panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra L panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra plus panel  $821  $1,036  $1,160  $1,244  $1,292  $1,530  $1,656 

M 59.06“ Stop panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Start panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Mid panel  $711  $980  $1,129  $1,232  $1,290  $1,584  $1,740 

Stop extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Start extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Mid extra R panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra L panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra plus panel  $912  $1,185  $1,330  $1,433  $1,491  $1,785  $1,941 

L 78.74“ Stop panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Start panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Mid panel  $809  $1,171  $1,346  $1,468  $1,537  $1,885  $2,069 

Stop extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Start extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Mid extra R panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra L panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra plus panel  $1,012  $1,374  $1,547  $1,670  $1,738  $2,086  $2,270 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $254/Screen 

BuzziFoot 19.29 x 19.29 x 6.02“ + $214 
for extra stability | Alu Color (RAL 9006) or Black (RAL 9005)

Required order information: size, model panel (see p. 68), fabric (CAT > collection > color), color zipper, option
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BuzziScreen Mix
Acoustic room divider with different heights
Panel width: 31,50” | combine panels with different heights 
Zipper height always 43,31” | zipper in orange or black
It’s recommended not to put several BuzziScreens in one straight line (go zigzag!) 

+ extra layer

Height FELT CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

S 47.24“ Stop panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Start panel  $597  $812  $936  $1,020  $1,068  $1,306  $1,432 

Mid panel  $616  $835  $959  $1,043  $1,090  $1,328  $1,454 

Stop extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Start extra panel  $697  $916  $1,036  $1,120  $1,167  $1,405  $1,531 

Mid extra R panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra L panel  $720  $938  $1,062  $1,146  $1,194  $1,432  $1,558 

Mid extra plus panel  $821  $1,036  $1,160  $1,244  $1,292  $1,530  $1,656 

M 59.06“ Stop panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Start panel  $686  $959  $1,103  $1,206  $1,264  $1,558  $1,713 

Mid panel  $711  $980  $1,129  $1,232  $1,290  $1,584  $1,740 

Stop extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Start extra panel  $790  $1,063  $1,204  $1,307  $1,365  $1,659  $1,815 

Mid extra R panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra L panel  $812  $1,084  $1,230  $1,334  $1,391  $1,685  $1,841 

Mid extra plus panel  $912  $1,185  $1,330  $1,433  $1,491  $1,785  $1,941 

L 78.74“ Stop panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Start panel  $784  $1,145  $1,318  $1,440  $1,509  $1,857  $2,041 

Mid panel  $809  $1,171  $1,346  $1,468  $1,537  $1,885  $2,069 

Stop extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Start extra panel  $886  $1,248  $1,419  $1,542  $1,610  $1,958  $2,142 

Mid extra R panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra L panel  $910  $1,273  $1,447  $1,570  $1,638  $1,986  $2,170 

Mid extra plus panel  $1,012  $1,374  $1,547  $1,670  $1,738  $2,086  $2,270 

Options Bicolor (in same CAT) + $254/Screen 

BuzziFoot 19.29 x 19.29 x 6.02“ + $214 
for extra stability | Alu Color (RAL 9006) or Black (RAL 9005)

Required order information: size, model panel (see p. 68), fabric (CAT > collection > color), color zipper, option
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Screen & Screen Mix Panels
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Round      Square                   Penta         Hexa                    Plank   

BuzziSkin
Acoustic wall covering in BuzziFelt
0.24” BuzziFelt + 0.04” selfadhesive backing | variation in fabric color and density possible

L x W FELT

per roll 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $769 

Required order information: BuzziFelt color

BuzziSkin Cuts
Acoustic wall shape in BuzziFelt
0.24” BuzziFelt + 0.04” selfadhesive backing | variation in fabric color and density possible
1 box with 12 pcs of the same fabric color

L x W FELT

Round Ø 14.96“  $671 

Square 14.96 x 14.96“  $671 

Penta 24.80 x 23.62“  $671 

Hexa 27.28 x 23.62“  $671 

Plank 46.46 x 9.45“  $671 

Required order information: shape, BuzziFelt color

BuzziSkin Printed
Design your own wall
Print on BuzziSkin OffWhite 

Roll FELT

Marble Emperador 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $1,098 

Marble Absynth 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $1,098 

Jungle 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $1,098 

Green 1 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $1,098 

Green 2 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $1,098 

Concrete 32.81 ft x 3.22 ft  $1,098 

Required order information: BuzziSkin Pattern 
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L  XL     Metro        Triangle L   Triangle XL 

BuzziTile Flat
Acoustic wall tile in different flat models
Back in wood | without stitch
Not recommended for ceiling applications

Mounting  CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

L 23.62 x 23.62“ selfadhesive tape  $251  $288  $300  $307  $339  $357 

powermagnets  $481  $518  $530  $537  $569  $587 

XL 47.24 x 47.24“ selfadhesive tape  $720  $834  $880  $905  $1,033  $1,100 

powermagnets  $1,157  $1,271  $1,317  $1,342  $1,470  $1,537 

Metro 15.75 x 31.50“ selfadhesive tape  $262  $298  $314  $322  $370  $394 

powermagnets  $490  $526  $542  $550  $598  $622 

Triangle L 20.54 x 23.62“ selfadhesive tape  $250  $288  $301  $307  $341  $357 

powermagnets  $479  $517  $530  $536  $570  $586 

Triangle XL 40.94 x 47.24“ selfadhesive tape  $788  $901  $946  $971  $1,098  $1,166 

powermagnets  $1,076  $1,189  $1,234  $1,259  $1,386  $1,454 

Required order information: model, fabric (CAT > collection > color), mounting option
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BuzziTile 3D
Acoustic wall tile in different 3D models and patterns
Not recommended for ceiling applications

Back Stitch Mounting CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

L 23.62 x 23.62“ felt with stitch selfadhesive tape  $254  $301  $312  $319  $351  $370 
Frost, Lips, Spike, Arrow, Dune, 1SQ, 
4SQ, 25SQ, Rib

felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $254  $301  $312  $319  $351  $370 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $299  $346  $357  $364  $396  $415 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $528  $575  $586  $593  $625  $644 

L 23.62 x 23.62“ felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $303  $357  $368  $375  $408  $425 
Radial, Waffle, Leaf, Bee wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $348  $402  $413  $420  $453  $470 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $577  $631  $642  $649  $682  $699 

XL 47.24 x 47.24“ felt with stitch selfadhesive tape  $752  $889  $934  $959  $1,087  $1,154 
Frost, Lips, Spike, Arrow, Dune, 
4SQ,16SQ, 100SQ, Rib

felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $752  $889  $934  $959  $1,087  $1,154 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $900  $1,037  $1,082  $1,107  $1,235  $1,302 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $1,335  $1,472  $1,517  $1,542  $1,670  $1,737 

XL 47.24 x 47.24“ felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $799  $942  $988  $1,014  $1,141  $1,208 
Radial, Waffle, Leaf, Bee wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $947  $1,090  $1,136  $1,162  $1,289  $1,356 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $1,382  $1,525  $1,571  $1,597  $1,724  $1,791 

Metro 31.50 x 15.75“ felt with stitch selfadhesive tape  $267  $308  $324  $334  $380  $406 

felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $267  $308  $324  $334  $380  $406 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $310  $351  $367  $377  $423  $449 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $540  $581  $597  $607  $653  $679 

Stone 23.62 x 35.43“ felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $276  $365  $399  $418  $517  $570 

wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $319  $408  $442  $461  $560  $613 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $662  $751  $785  $804  $903  $956 

Hexa 23.62 x 27.17“ felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $336  $370  $382  $389  $427  $447 
Spike, Frost, Bee, Why wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $379  $413  $425  $432  $470  $490 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $722  $756  $768  $775  $813  $833 

Penta 23.62 x 24.80“ felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $336  $370  $382  $389  $427  $447 
Kite wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $379  $413  $425  $432  $470  $490 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $722  $756  $768  $775  $813  $833 

Triangle L 20.54 x 23.62“ felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $254  $301  $314  $319  $353  $370 
Spike wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $299  $346  $359  $364  $398  $415 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $528  $575  $588  $593  $627  $644 

Triangle XL 40.94 x 47.24“ felt no stitch selfadhesive tape  $788  $901  $946  $971  $1,098  $1,166 
Spike wood no stitch selfadhesive tape  $860  $973  $1,018  $1,043  $1,170  $1,238 

wood no stitch powermagnets  $1,221  $1,334  $1,379  $1,404  $1,531  $1,599 

Required order information: model, 3D pattern (see p. 76), back, stitch, fixing, fabric (CAT > collection > color)
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3D patterns

Triangle L Spike

Triangle XL Spike

Metro

Hexa Penta

Stone

    1SQ                          4SQ  25SQ       Rib

  Radial            Waffle  Leaf       Bee

   Frost             Lips            Spike         Arrow           Dune

        Frost                        Lips                        Spike       Arrow             Dune

          4SQ  16SQ        100SQ               Rib

      Radial      Waffle          Leaf             Bee

XL

L

Spike      Frost         Bee       Why                        Kite  
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WedgeBeam Cylinder

BuzziTotem
High performant sound absorbing freestanding pillar
Baseplate in black (RAL 9005) or white (RAL 9010)

Width Height CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D CAT E CAT F

 

Beam S 20.47“ 47.24“  $1,766  $1,966  $2,046  $2,091  $2,319  $2,437 

M 20.47“ 61.02“  $2,379  $2,637  $2,742  $2,800  $3,091  $3,247 

L 20.47“ 74.80“  $2,794  $3,112  $3,237  $3,307  $3,667  $3,857 

Cylinder S Ø 20.47“ 47.24“  $1,766  $2,009  $2,103  $2,158  $2,430  $2,576 

M Ø 20.47“ 61.02“  $2,379  $2,679  $2,800  $2,866  $3,205  $3,384 

L Ø 20.47“ 74.80“  $2,794  $3,151  $3,293  $3,374  $3,778  $3,991 

Wedge S 24.61“ 47.24“  $1,766  $1,966  $2,046  $2,091  $2,319  $2,437 

M 24.61“ 61.02“  $2,379  $2,637  $2,742  $2,800  $3,091  $3,247 

L 24.61“ 74.80“  $2,794  $3,112  $3,237  $3,307  $3,667  $3,857 

Required order information: model, height, fabric (CAT > collection > color), color baseplate
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Round Rectangle

BuzziTrihex
High-end meeting table in solid wood
Base always Ash Black Stained

L x W x H Worktop

Round 76.49” x 84.05” x 28.93” Ash Natural  $13,344 

Ash Black Stained  $13,738 

Ash White Wash  $13,738 

Ash Walnut Stained  $13,869 

Rectangle 89.76” x 45.87” x 28.93” Ash Natural  $13,694 

Ash Black Stained  $14,114 

Ash White Wash  $14,114 

Ash Walnut Stained  $14,245 

Required order information: model, wood finish

BuzziTwist 
Freestanding curved room divider in sliced felt
incl. handles & 4 feet | width 98.43”

Height Sliced BuzziFelt

120 cm 47.24“  $3,011 

150 cm 59.06“  $3,761 

Options different fabric color front / back + $262/Twist 

Required order information: size, Sliced BuzziFelt color

Hernan
Line

Hernan
Line
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